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Eireannach Co-operative Society Ltd
oisintrust@gmail.com

31.11.2013
The Chairman, Moore Street Advisory Committee,
City Managers Department, Civic Offices, Wood Quay,
Dublin 8.
msac@dublincity.ie

Dear Moore Street Advisory Committee,

R.E Submission and Conservation Plan to the review, report & recommendations of the
Dublin City Council for the O’Connell Street and environs & Moore Street development,
planning application number 2478/08 and an bord pleanala appeal number PL29N 232347 & The
Ministerial considerations of Jimmy Deenihan TD, Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
to the EIS statement prepared by Stephen Little/shaffery associates Published  2013 (by post and
email)

Please accept this submission cover letter and attached conservation plan entitled

“Moore-Street-ACA-Conservation-Report-Survey-with-surrounding-area.pdf” a conservation

plan. Please note the conservation plan can also be accessed online1

This submission will expand on the attached conservation plan, which has been in public view

and debate for over a year and has enjoyed healthy feedback amongst the general population,

receiving no negative comments from professional or layman alike. The conservation plan will

also assist the committee visually and provide an impression of the area and the conservation

plans intended use. Land use is a theme as well as conservation.

This covering letter as submission will also show the development of the design and its reduction

from its original design, to its new design outlined in original planning documents and the

recently published EIS statement in January 2103, (now on public view) which of course could

also be further, altered or adapted.
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The idea within the conservation plan may seem remote from the current planning application in

its architectural style, and although that application has permission, its amended design (s) on

1.11.2009 and 16.11.20092 following the Senior Planning Inspectors report Jane Dennehy in

June 2009, many subsequent features and revisions have not been through the planning, although

ministerial consent is now sought.

Further following the an bord pleanala appeal what remains as the ‘design’ is influenced by the

previous Dublin development plan 2005 – 2011, and has been heavily criticised by all expert and

stakeholders groups in submissions and letters.3

The Senior Inspectors report was somewhat tempered by concerns (expressed in the memorandum

following the report4) by the planning authority that to much emphasis was placed on the

Architectural Conservation Area?

A statutory designation is designated to define and establish its precedence and its emphasis de

jure not de facto, and not to speculate how much of an influence it will have over new pre – or post

planning applications.

This error interpreting the ACA5, interrupts the gradual scaling down of the original planning

application and design (i.e. 2478/08) to eventually come into a more sustainable design amidst new

planning practices which are a feature of the new Dublin City Development plan.

We are now within this new development plan. The economic downturn means planning must face

sustainable development with an economic realism, considering also the new social retailing

demands in the downturn. Internet shopping is also a growing retail area, especially in a downturn.

As such conservation and holistic design in planning is desired by EC directives (EIS directive

especially) and the 2011- 2017 development plan, not considered and not in existence in 2008,

when the original application was lodged.

Considering the design is also interrupted, it is for the sake of the ‘Dublin Brand’ and sustainable

design for the new global cities to consider a new design completely, as Jane Dennehy first

directed in her original report6.
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The maps below identifies Dublin City which is to be a global green city and a walk-able city, in

line with the National Spatial Strategy.

7

8 Includes the O Connell St and General Post Office area (no 17)
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Achieving a pedestrianised centre, with new sustainable initiatives is best complimented by protecting

heritage, character and culture in what Dublin city council in the new development plan names as its

Dublin brand. People prefer to amble and attend cafes in heritage areas. Areas of Dame street are

already closed on some days to traffic and there are plans to close the road around the custom house

for the entire weekend to make a new public plaza, in line with the ongoing strategic routes in the

walk-able city, the reclaimed and connected city, and in line with the new Samuel Beckett and Sean

O’Casey bridges.

The Dublin city development plan 2011 – 2017 whilst giving emphasis to the Georgian and

historic Dublin “does not imply that Georgian or historic Dublin should be a museum piece”9

this could mean, that the proposed commemorative centre10 with plans submitted by the relatives

of 1916 and the save Moore Street campaign aside from its museum/commemorative function

could also incorporate a working area around it.

This is also a policy of the Dublin City development plan (FC30, - FC68)11 and also objectives

(FCO25- FCO53)12 which would help in the policy FC61 “To investigate the heritage status of

Moore Street”13

Therefore the attached conservation plan combines these two ideals of conservation and a

working living continuation of the ideals of the men of 1916 (see within the conservation plan)

and also protecting heritage.

Furthermore the encouragement and protection of the Moore Street market which should remain

open seven days a week from nine to five (or longer in Summer) as they stipulate as a part of

their consent14 to development would naturally fit around this development as suggested by the

conservation plan, and both would draw people into any new retail area.

Developing Dublin as a World Heritage Site (see 7.2.4. The strategic approach)15 which requires

“co-ordinating and developing new approaches to the successful management of Dublin’s built

heritage”16  cannot be aided by facadism17, or demolition, or a diminutive status to Architectural

Conservation Areas in need of a strong conservation plan, and delisting of national monuments,
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listed structures, and a peculiar method of decoupling sites from each other and their relevance to

each other. This last point was reiterated by Senior Planning Inspector Jane Dennehy in her

report with reference to the Venice Charter and linkages between sites and monuments and the

cartilage in-between18. Whilst the core inner city has been highlighted as a retail area, it is

already densely packed with retail areas including an entrance to a large mall area from Moore

Street already.

Demolition and Facadism should be abandoned as a part the new national monuments bill19

20
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Once the maps above are contrasted against the Architectural Conservation Area map, we can

see that its cultural heritage is being eroded inexplicably.

(On next page)
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Clearly Moore Street in its entirety should be added to the ACA. (i.e all along Moore Street up to

Parnell Street and along O’Rahilly parade)

22
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“Architectural Conservation Areas, which are intended to preserve the special character of

streetscapes that are of architectural, historical, archaeological, artistic, cultural, scientific, technical

or social interest”24

are a statutory designation, but which are sometimes not completely accurate or complete, or have

permanently delisted potential protected structures or national monuments. Even those which are not

listed within an ACA should be maintained as if they were or the ‘special character’ of streetscapes

will be lost, even within the special planning control scheme25. 218-219 Parnell Street and 1-4 & 4A

Arbour Hill have recently been mooted for removal from the list of protected structures, therefore

even if temporary,(tenant damage, value etc are effected) designs of new development are lost to

history and heritage and conservation procedures.
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The area is also a Zone of Archaeological Potential. The new EIS Statement published in January

2013, displays this zone. (Stephen Little point out the EIS statement is only required since the

10.7.2012, when the law obviated the purpose of an EIS)

The national monument is just inside the ZAP, whilst 14, 15, 16 (the developed commemorative

centre) and 17 Moore Street, (café/bookshop complimentary to the commemorative centre) will be

protected, 13, 18, 19 will be demolished (removal) and removal of fabric at 8 & 9 Moore Street. It

clearly does not make any sense? especially when

“The proposed works to the national monument for which ministerial consent is sought, do not

involve wholesale demolition or removal of the monument. However it is proposed to remove

certain structures with in the area delineated constituting the National Monument (as set out in the

preservation boundary map, see figure 5.9.3.6)”26

This is not the meaning of the Burra charter on demolition as it says demolition is unacceptable. It is

only allowed for instance when a structural rotten, decayed material has to be replaced etc, and this

is minimal. (i.e. plaster work, not structure)

And

“The minister for the DoEHLG (now DAHG) placed a preservation order on No’s 14, 15, 16 and 17

Moore Street under the national monuments act. The effect of the order is that works around

affecting these properties, including any excavation or ground disturbance within or around or in

proximity to them, will require ministerial consent, under section 14 of the national monuments act

as amended”27

Or

“The envelope of buildings No’s 13, 18 and 19 back to Moore lane was the area agreed with the

Departments of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht  (DAHG) as the area required to ascertain the

potential impact of proposed works in proximity of the national monument”28.

As well as finding no real statutory definition of demolition or removal, the definition of proximity is

agreed by a general view/opinion of the DAHG. Whereas Stephen Little / Shaffereys in the EIS have
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defined it as 300 metres, although 500 metres is a standard definition, which is extended or increased

as the area is understood.

Stephen Little / Shaffrey’s have proposed that the EIS is a discretionary and not a mandatory

requirement, which is also not required on the national monument (14-17 Moore Street) as it is 0.8

of a hectare, and not 2 hectares for an urban development project.

(termed as infrastructure projects, discretionary under annex 2 of the Directive 2011/92/u, but could

also be classed as Tourism / Leisure, other projects etc to extend its subject relevance).

This minimalist approach to heritage based upon how much can be destroyed as opposed to be

preserved has been dismissed to the credit of the Minister Jimmy Denihan, and the EIS statement has

been produced.

The minimalist approach to preservation, restoration and conservation, is also not in the spirit of the

Burra Charter, its emphasises is on placing a conservation plan before a management plan, with the

result a development will be more culturally relevant in the short and long term, whilst still

providing job, innovation, sustainability and kudos (to Dublin Central).

Therefore the published interpretation of the EIS is incorrect in this area, and the area is in any case

should be as large as the ACA, and wider proximity beyond the ACA physically in building material

and culturally to those living in Dublin and Ireland and those gathering from the Dispora. Therefore

a correct legal interruption will bring ACA’s to be coherent as a/the national monument area/ and

national monument. Heritage is moving this way, and the Dublin brand should move with it.
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That It should also face a further appropriate assessment,(AA) and a statutory EIA and EIS, and not

retain its previous impact assessment status was resisted by the developers, but has now been published

in seven volumes. Clearly the boundary for the EIA must include the ACA and its definitions and

criteria, including alternatives to the plan and design (including air  pollution, noise, water supply

criteria recognising the new legislation named in this submission requires). The National Spatial

Strategy and regional planning guidelines, with the ACA’s Special planning control scheme dictate its

special character even to unprotected buildings.29
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With heritage a conservation plan should precede the management plan, and be open to sensitive

development, which will be as profitable for the city (or rural) area in the long run. Figure 23

(note 23) above, displays that a factory once operated on Moore lane (13/14 Moore Street) and

‘Goodalls of Ireland ltd (of Henry Place) was a food factory producing savoury food, and earlier

a mineral water works. Food production and selling is essential for a clean green healthy city30

Therefore manufacturing as retail/wholesale was a part of the area as precedent.

The Rio earth summit also produced ‘Agenda21’31 which proclaimed new sustainable indicators

are required32 for community participation in the planning process, not just as social capital, but

also from Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR chapter 36) stressing the need for public

participation in sustainability, with rights for access to information33.(Agenda 21 our common

future, chapters 65 and 99).

The Dublin Chamber of Commerce submission for the 2007 – 2013 in The Decade for

sustainable development 2005 – 2014, with initiatives from the UN and Unesco has brought

Corporate Social Responsibility into focus not just by legislation but by promoting Social

Inclusion by companies going beyond their legal and financial requirements34, engaging with

their stakeholders, customers, employees, shareholders and the local community35, for capacity

building sustainably.

A strategic plan would be therefore to utilise not only the greening of Dublin, but also employ the area

as a manufacturing base. The central statistics office shows that exports are leading the way36 in the

economy and as manufacturing leads to exports and national trade, Irelands greatest area is its skilled

craftsmen and artisans.

This area could hold cottage industry manufacturing of musical instruments, crafts, film and music

production, arts and culture.

Manufacturing could also produce bespoke items to fuel the heritage industry (there are no hardware

stores for antique or heritage ironmongery or wooden windows, and architectural salvage is by chance

rather than to order) made not as pastiche re-production but employing old and new smart technology
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methods which would have a domestic purpose for the heritage conservation industry, as well as for

exports.

Harp making, Uillean pipe making, arts, crafts and culture is not a passing trade and it was announced

following the crafts expo in January 2103 at the RDS37, in 2012, the visitors bought over €20 million

worth of goods.38 Sustainable development cites conservation as the leading supplier of greenjobs39

The map above on page 8, shows the area surrounding the commemorative centre (as detailed in

A Citizens plan for Dublin part 1 HQ1640), up along Moore lane, and into the now vacant area

following demolition of the Carlton cinema. This area could also be used.

The Carlton was a beautiful building inside and out, and its architectural salvage41 could be

employed in the renovation of Moore Street.

Further the basement (footprint plan) for the proposed development attracting more

traffic,(underground car parking)  makes the walk-able pedestrianised city difficult, and of

course less green, with steep targets for CO2 emissions (Kyoto Protecol, heat, transport and

electricity sectors ) for 2016, 202042 & 2030 to achieve for Ireland43.

(see next diagram on following page)
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Changes in building design for zero energy ratings in 2010/2011 also effects new46 and existing

buildings47.

Assessing O’Connell Street and the surrounding area which is already well serviced by retail outlets of

all descriptions, Chartered land employed the ‘attraction’ (sky view) method of enhancing its new

retail outlet’s image.

Yet if the Carlton cinema façade was returned as one hypothetical example (with the interior of

O’Connell hall) and one floor of this ‘type’ of department store employed crafts (as listed in the

attached conservation plan, page 22) as well as crafts listed in the recent RDS expo (see notes 37

& 38) it would be a profitable venture in the style of early department stores who employed a

wide range of goods in its pioneering days.

Further this attraction, with a narrow arcade through to Moore Street ( O’Connell Street already

has a wide entrance via Henry Street to numerous retail outlets) would make a unique entrance

for a John Lewis, or new cultural/arts retail experience. Leading into also the green Moore Street

market and commemorative centre, also surrounded by manufacturing cottage industry’s

workshops. Morris, Art Noveau, Arts and Crafts, Celtic Art, poetry, film, literature, (Irish

language, as per the Dublin city development plan) manufacturing including ironworking.

The arcade could also show manufacturing as it is produced. Eventually as this grew outwards from

Moore Street, it would spread back to Caple street, (there are street markets in-between) and outwards

to Bolton Street rejuvenating the entire area.
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The skyline of OConnell Street and proposed changes from 1916 to today

48

Temple bar has its nightlife and public houses for avant-garde entertainment in a café quarter, whilst

Moore Street to Caple Street could have a different café quarter, which maintains conservation and

heritage and provides therefore a management plan.

This protects the Dublin brand, and makes it unique in Europe.

It certainly more of an attraction than the current plans (original former plan below) plan which should

be completely reviewed. (i.e. See below)
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49 Former plans for O’Connel Street / Moore Street.(circa 2008) showing sky-view, now abandoned.

The new plan outline for OConnell / Moore Street (EIS Jan 2013) which also includes a glass canopy

over Moore Street, as a mall. This is surely against the EIS ethos and against heritage and conservation.
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Conclusion

Whilst this submission has no statutory basis, it could be also turned into an outline planning application

very easily.

The 1916 celebrations will be ruined by the current proposals, except for the commemorative centre, as

in my view it subjugates culture and heritage, and undermines a nation’s history. It is also outdated in its

design and defies even post modernist enthusiasm.

The current permission has under the planning and development (amendment) act 2010 undergone

significant changes since the permission was granted. It is still developing and may require a further EIS

statement from independent groups to bring balance before the minister can act.

It has also fallen short of planning procedure with regard to the sustainable development of the area

(environmentally, socially and economically). Demolition of parts of O’Connell street have been ill

conceived, and for erroneous reasons in its period dating and condition.

New buildings within a strategic infrastructure application or not should provide a holistic ecologically

sustainable design in HVAC and building energy performance. Providing its own solar, wind or

photovoltaic energy system, as a green building.

Zoning within an ACA must take account of the ACA and ZAP as sustainably superior to ‘development’,

as such post modernist designed phased development over such a large area is insensitive as it is an

ACA.

Any substitute consents in this sensitive area cannot ignore the heritage, the location and the 20/20

requirements, (EU’s 20% renewable energy target by 2020) as well as the major planning procedures

revised designs have on such a huge historic site of national importance (of five and a half acres).

Consenting to previously held development plans, with a new changed design which even with a new

EIS statement which cites culture as its motive to replace culturally important, sustainable attractions to

a culture quarter?

Therefore the design and purpose may need to change.
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In procedure and merit the current design fails, but with the Museum and perhaps an alternative ethos to

crafts and manufacturing, the cottage industry around the area would compliment both the museum and

a newly designed retail facility. This is also of course is a phased mixed development. This retail

attraction would provide as many jobs and satisfy a flagship development and its developers .(Please see

attached Conservation plan “Moore-Street-ACA-Conservation-Report-Survey-with-surrounding-area.pdf ”)

Developing Dublin as a World Heritage Site (see 7.2.4. The strategic approach)50 cannot hold planning

to continue piecemeal with respect to heritage and conservation and restoration.

With the commemoration of 1916 and 1919 so close, we cannot let a nationally strategic area be

burdened with one design option, when choice is still available. The relatives of the men and woman

who fought for the nation and their memory deserve further input into 24/25 Moore Street and the

current design throughout.

Yours Sincerely

Peadar O’Ceallaigh secretary Eireannach Co-operative Society ltd
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